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Overview: A Paradigm Shift
Investment in data, analytics, and AI innovation is consistently

This white paper will review the history of the Data Mesh

increasing across industries, but these investments have not

concept, its basic architecture, how it is used in practice

yielded the kind of transformational results companies expect.

today, and why solutions such as Presto and Trino may be

Meanwhile, the volume, variety and sources of data continue

essential to its success.1

to scale to unforeseen or unpredictable levels. Companies now
have more independent groups generating more data stored

Background: The Enemy of Scale

in more platforms, and Business Intelligence and Data Science

The modern era of data management began with the data

teams looking to extract value from this data often need

warehouse, which Daniel Abadi, the Darnell-Kanal Professor

access to multiple or many datasets.

of Computer Science at University of Maryland College Park,

The traditional response to such problems of scale and
increasing complexity has been to turn our attention to the
latest all-powerful data platform purportedly designed to
alleviate these issues. Unfortunately, these new solutions
often introduce new problems, bringing organizations no
closer to their end goal. “You end up in this continuous trap
of trying to bootstrap your next big data platform, never

refers to as one of the most hypocritical ideas on the planet.22
These warehouses are typically built using scalable software
that allows potentially thousands of machines to operate in
parallel with minimal communication and coordination. This
is critical because coordination, as Abadi notes, is the enemy
of scale – once nodes are required to talk to each other before
completing a job, they slow down, and fail to scale.

materializing into architecture, and never really seeing value

The hypocrisy arises because the data warehouse, as a

at the end,” says Zhamak Dehghani, the director of emerging

centralized platform, is dominated by human coordination.

technologies at ThoughtWorks North America.

You cannot have centralization and parallelization, so the

This spiral of inefficiency and dissatisfaction among large
companies has given rise to Data Mesh, a new, more holistic
approach to managing scale within global enterprises.1
The Data Mesh concept is a paradigm shift that demands
organizational, technological, and architectural change. Yet
the inherent logic of Data Mesh, combined with the success of
several companies that have put it into practice, suggest that
it has the potential to help organizations achieve the kind of
results they have been hoping for since the beginning of the
Big Data era.
Whereas current data platforms are largely centralized and
monolithic, built around complex pipelines that feed data
into a central store without regard for quality and efficiency,
Data Mesh encourages the cultivation of different datasets as
distributed products oriented around domains. Each of these
domain-specific datasets has its own embedded engineers

warehouse limits the very software it deploys.

“Running queries over data in the data
warehouse is blazing fast and scalable.
Everything else organizationally about the
data warehouse is slow and unscalable.
Is there any wonder why so many data
warehouse projects have oversold and
under-delivered? How can it be that the
world’s experts in scalability can continue
to tell customers to deploy their software
in such unscalable environments?”
– Computer Scientist Daniel Abadi

and product owners who are responsible for managing that
data and its availability to other teams. It builds in a level
of data ownership and responsibility lacking in previous
approaches.

1 “How to Move Beyond a Monolithic Data Lake to a Distributed Data Mesh,”
https://martinfowler.com/articles/data-monolith-to-mesh.html
2 Abadi, Daniel, “Data Mesh: The Answer to the Data Warehouse Hypocrisy”
https://blog.starburstdata.com/data-mesh-the-answer-to-the-data-warehouse-hypocrisy
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Data Lakes and Swamps
The shortcomings of the data warehouse eventually spawned the

The idea, as Dehghani explained in her talk at Datanova 2021,4 was

concept of the data lake, originally outlined by James Dixon, the

to extract the data from operational systems, load it in semi

former chief technology officer at Pentahoo, in 2010:

structured, raw format, then leave it to others downstream to

“If you think of a datamart as a store of
bottled water – cleansed and packaged
and structured for easy consumption – the
data lake is a large body of water in a more
natural state. The contents of the data
lake stream in from a source to fill the lake,
and various users of the lake can come to
examine, dive in, or take samples.” 3

do any cleansing or transformation or create data warehouses
for SQL access. The downside of this approach is that the
responsibility for the data becomes obfuscated. As the amount
of data and the size of an enterprise scales, the different groups
within the company lose track of who owns and curates the data.
Everyone continues to operate as if the data flowing into the lake
arrives in clean, clear form. In reality, though, they end up with
a data swamp, because no one has taken ownership of those
datasets and their downstream impact. What we have is the data
management of passing the buck.

– James Dixon
3 https://jamesdixon.wordpress.com/2010/10/14/pentaho-hadoop-and-data-lakes/
4 https://www.starburst.io/resources/datanova-2021/?wchannelid=d4oyeh306b&wmediaid=1z50qr8fh6

Zhamak Dehghani: @zhamakd : 2021

This brings us to the latest and greatest concept, which purports to combine the best features of data lakes and data warehouses in one
cloud model. This new multi-modal data architecture consists of an operational plane, a means of getting the data out of those source
systems and into the cloud, and then downstream analytics and modeling. While it represents a real architectural improvement, relative
to the traditional warehouse and data lake, it exists in an increasingly complex data ecosystem overcrowded with solutions.
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The Big Data and AI industry continues to innovate, yet we’re

Consider a music streaming app. Traditionally, data

still seeing all of these failure modes at scale within larger,

relevant to songs and albums, streams, podcast play rates,

more complex enterprises.

recommendations, or user behavior and preferences would

Data Mesh works to overcome these failure modes first
by asking companies to rethink their organizational,
architectural, and technological assumptions about the best
ways to manage data. Consider one of the central tenets of
data management, the idea that it must be centralized to be

flow from media players into a centralized platform. When
a new feature or functionality is introduced, the entire
monolithic data platform must adapt in order to make that new
dataset available for consumption by different teams. This
becomes a massive roadblock to scalability.

useful. In theory this is appealing, but in practice it creates

Now imagine the team building the media player owning

organizational problems. “When you centralize data for it to be

its dataset, while the team tracking user behavior and

useful,” Dehghani says, “then you centralize the people around

preferences manages its dataset. Instead of pushing domain

it and the technology, and you lose the ownership and the

data through a pipeline and into a central store, then passing

meaning of the data from the source where it is generated.”

on the ownership, each group becomes responsible for
managing, hosting, and serving their own datasets in an

The Draw of Data Mesh

easy-to-consume fashion. The physical storage could still be

Data Mesh is ideally suited for organizations dealing with:
• Constant change in the topology of their data landscape

centralized in the cloud, but it might consist of independent
buckets, each of which is owned by the relevant domain,
operating as an autonomous node on an interconnected mesh.

• Proliferation of data sources and consumers

We will explore this idea in more detail in the next section,

• Diversity in data transformation and processing needs

but this approach allows you to scale as the sources of data,

• The need to respond to data-related change quickly

number of use cases, and/or diversity of access models to the

If you have ongoing change and complexity in your data
landscape, along with a proliferation of sources and
consumers, and you are dissatisfied with the data and AI
investment expended versus the results achieved, instituting
a Data Mesh approach is seriously worth considering.
The new approach rests on four main principles.

data increases, since you do so by increasing the nodes on the
mesh, not overhauling some monolithic centralized platform.

“The right way to scale silicon data
processing is to partition the data.
And the right way to scale the human effort
in maintaining data sets is to partition
the data.”
–Computer Scientist Daniel Abadi

2. Data as a Product
The creation of domain-oriented data sets does not eliminate
Zhamak Dehghani: @zhamakd : 2021

the need to cleanse, prepare, aggregate and serve data. The
difference is that these processes are managed internally,
within each domain.

1. Domain-Driven Data Ownership

One fear of this domain-oriented approach is that it will lead to

Data Mesh calls for a shift from centralized to domain-oriented

new data silos as different groups adopt different technology

datasets. Instead of piping data from various domains into

solutions to achieve these internal goals. The second Data

a monolithic platform, and moving it away from the original

Mesh principle, which calls for a shift in thinking toward data

owners, the domain experts who know the data best remain in

as a product, combats this silo effect. Once an organization

control of their data.

looks at its data sets as products that need to be valuable to all
internal users, from analysts to data scientists, any silo-type
effect would be recognized as a failure – a product no one can
access or use.
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These product-oriented data sets must be:
1. Discoverable:

4. Self-describing:

The domain owners need to ensure their product is easy to find,

Data engineers and data scientists should be able to discover,

either through a registry, a data catalog, or some

understand, and consume datasets easily.

other means.

5. Inter-operable:

2. Addressable:

Users should be able to correlate data across domains and join,

Common naming conventions should be used to make the data

filter, aggregate, etc.; applying global governance standards for

product programmatically accessible, especially since different

interoperability and communication is essential.

domains might adopt different data formats.

6. Secure:

3. Trustworthy:

Global access control policy through SSO and role-based access

Data products need to be truthful in terms of the accuracy of the

control will ensure secure access to data sets.

data, with defined and monitored Service Level Objectives
This shift in thinking toward domain-oriented data sets as products demands organizational change, including new roles such as
data product owners and data product developers. It inverts the model of serving data from technology-oriented to domain-oriented,
and it means that data product owners need to provide the same data in different modes of access to satisfy the tools native to data
scientists, data analysts, or other end user groups.
Returning to the example of the streaming media player, one critical domain would be played songs, or play events—which songs have
been played by which users, when, how often, where, etc. Various groups within the larger streaming media company will want access
to this data. The domain owners could begin to address these needs by providing two different data sets. They could offer real-time play
events exposed on event streams and also aggregate the events and store them as files in an object store.

Here we consider a streaming music player,
which generates a variety of data related to
artists, user preferences and profiles, and
podcasts streams, listener demographics,
etc. Each of these data product groups is
segmented so that data relevant to artists,
podcasts, and users is owned by specific
teams, and each team is responsible for making
its data easily discoverable, accessible, and
understandable to other data consumers within
the organization.
Zhamak Dehghani: @zhamakd : 2021

“[We should] allow teams to develop expertise in particular datasets, and empower them
to take full and complete ownership of that data. They bring together datasets that are
relevant for their core competency, perform the extractions, transformations, and make
the data accessible not only for their own needs, but delivered as a finished product that
can be accessed by other teams within the organization as well.”
–Computer Scientist Daniel Abadi
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3. Self-Serve Infrastructure as a Platform
The distribution of ownership and architecture requires a

The new data product teams managing the different domains

new kind of infrastructure that moves away from the get-it-

will have different levels of technical expertise. They might

all-in-one-place paradigm to a unit of architecture that might

have their own preferred data management tools.

comprise data, the code that processes and serves it, and the
infrastructure that runs and protects it.

Some will prefer working with Spark or Hadoop. Others will
favor database systems such as MySQL or Oracle, or they might

Asking each domain group to build and design this

prefer to work with raw data sitting on a file system. Despite

infrastructure would be inefficient. Instead, a central data

the introduction of product-oriented thinking, the Data Mesh

infrastructure team should own and provide the technology

approach may still result in a mix of data sets organized in

that domains need for their data products.

different formats and siloed in entirely different systems.

The infrastructure needs to be self-serve and generalized, so

This highlights the need for solutions that function as

that it does not include any domain-specific characteristics

abstraction layers and access data in different places.

that could render it less usable to another domain. The list

Technologies such as Presto, Trino, and Starburst are

of capabilities is extensive,5 but ultimately this self-serve

effectively agnostic to the source(s) of data and have therefore

infrastructure should make it easier for a group to create a new

opened up new possibilities. Teams can point these systems

data product and make it available to data science

to multiple datasets simultaneously and scalably query data

and BI teams within the company.

where it resides using state-of-the-art parallel processing

4. Federated Computational Governance
How does an organization govern data in this new
environment? Data Mesh puts in place a federated model
in which data product owners agree on local and globally
applicable incentives and rules to ensure the interoperability
of their data products and others, along with policies
that govern questions around access control, schema
management, and more. So, while the datasets exist as
independent domains, they are unified by agreedupon policies.

techniques.
The long-term success of Data Mesh depends on solutions
that can query multiple data sets simultaneously and mitigate
the risk of siloed data. One such example is the European
e-commerce giant Zalando SE.

Data Mesh & Starburst at Zalando SE
Zalando SE is Europe’s leading online platform for fashion
and lifestyle, and making smart, analytics-based business
decisions is essential to the company’s success. When
Zalando decided to transition from legacy data warehouses to

Instituting a Data Mesh Architecture

a cloud data lake, the company changed the way it managed

At a high level, the new architecture looks like this:6

approach of shifting data set ownership to domain experts.

and accessed its distributed data, adopting the Data Mesh

The infrastructure team at Zalando had to manage thousands
of datasets totaling 15 PBs. When all of this was funneling
through a central pipeline, there was no ownership over the
data, and quality suffered. The company’s new domain-centric
approach was the only way to ensure quality and see to it that
data remained accessible and available at scale, according to
Zalando SE data engineering manager Max Schultze.7
Embracing Data Mesh’s call for self-serve infrastructure,
Zalando gave its teams the tools to build and maintain their
own storage buckets in S3, all within the central infrastructure
5 https://martinfowler.com/articles/data-monolith-to-mesh.html#DataAndSelf-servePlatformDesignConvergence
6 https://martinfowler.com/articles/data-monolith-to-mesh.html#TheParadigmShiftTowardsADataMesh
7 https://databricks.com/session_na20/data-mesh-in-practice-how-europes-leading-online-platform-for-fashion-goes-beyond-the-data-lake
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layer of the AWS data lake. When business intelligence or data

Data Mesh advocates technological and organizational change

science teams need to access different datasets, they work

of the sort that companies need if they are to truly become

through an abstraction layer that consists of two major pieces:

data-driven enterprises for years to come. By providing an

• Starburst for high-

• Spark for data

performance distributed

transformation

queries

and data science

abstraction layer that allows Business Intelligence and Data
Science teams to query single or multiple datasets in a fastgrowing ecosystem of data sources and platforms, Starburst
functions as a unifying force within the Data Mesh topology,

Starburst gives Zalando a unified way to catalog, access, and

enabling companies like Zalando to extract more value out of

join its distributed data sets with high performance using a

their distributed data and ultimately generate transformative

standard SQL interface. This way, Zalando isn’t left with a

insights for the business.

collection of isolated domain-oriented data sets. The company
can leverage all the efficiencies and benefits of its new Data
Mesh approach and still provide its Business Intelligence and
Data Science teams access to the data they need to generate
quality results and insights.

How Starburst Can Help
Companies adopting a Data Mesh architecture must have an
analytics engine capable of federating across these different
data sources. Starburst is the analytics engine for the Data

“Even though we are decentralizing the ownership by making

Mesh architecture, providing a single point of access to

people responsible for the data they stored by themselves in

distributed data and empowering self-service analytics for

their part of the system…it does not necessarily imply that we

each of the business domains.

decentralized the infrastructure,” says Schultze. “We now are
in the situation where we have decentralized storage but we
still have centralized infrastructure. And even though we have
decentralized ownership, we still have a central governance
layer that allows us to tie all these things together.”

With Starburst, there’s no need to chase the idea of a single
source of truth. Data is maintained by the domain owners
but easily accessible in real-time across your organization.
Starburst is built on open-source Trino, a distributed engine
that can execute SQL queries against data stored in a range of

Without Starburst, Zalando would have been left with a

databases and file systems. With Starburst and Trino, teams

collection of distributed data set products. Cataloging,

can lower the total cost of their infrastructure and analytics

accessing, and joining these distributed products would

investments, prevent vendor lock-in, and use the existing

have been far too complex and time consuming. Starburst

tools that work for their business so that they can concentrate

gives the company’s BI and Data Science teams a single,

on enabling faster time-to-insights. Trino’s open technology

unified, high-performance way to catalog, access, and

means that integration with other open technologies such as

join different distributed data sets. The end users or data

data catalogs and data discovery tools is simpler and reduces

product consumers work through a standard, familiar SQL

the total cost of ownership of the self-service data platform.

interface that abstracts away the backend infrastructure and
distribution of data. In this way, Starburst ensures that Data
Mesh is effective for all of the groups involved, from the dataproduct domain owners to the data consumers.

Starburst and the Data Mesh Paradigm
The world of big data and AI is overrun with buzzwords,
and we are reluctant to promote yet another one. Yet
the Data Mesh concept is fundamentally one of the more
compelling approaches we have seen, as it combines a
deep understanding of the technical necessities of data
management with the organizational complexities of putting
these solutions to work within large global organizations.

If you are moving towards adopting a Data Mesh architecture,
we want to be there to help. Visit our Data Mesh Resource
Center for more information.

Contact Us
www.starburst.io/contact/
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